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“The cookies and crackers category has high penetration
among Brazilian consumers, with 96% of Brazilians eating
any type of cookie/cracker.
The category, however, suffers from competition from
other snack categories such as nuts and chips. Companies
must invest in innovation, especially those regarding
flavors and keeping the product fresh after opened.”
– Andre Euphrasio, Research Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Attracting older consumers to eat more cookies
Healthier varieties can help increase consumption
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Despite an increase in value sales, volume sales have been struggling since 2010. In 2013, volume
sales started rising again.
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Health concerns pose a major barrier to the cookies and crackers market. The interest in healthier
versions, however, suggests scope for brands to address such concerns.
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Figure 24: Volume shares in the cookies and crackers retail market, 2013-14
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Younger consumers have extensive repertoires
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Influencing Factors When Purchasing Cookies and Crackers
Flavor is a key element in the cookies and crackers market
Figure 38: Influencing factors when purchasing cookies and crackers, by gender and age, July 2015
Figure 39: New flavored cookies launched in Brazil, 2015
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Although price is not the top priority, it is still fundamental
Monetary factors and free samples have a bigger influence among DEs
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Bite-sized formats are handy to avoid mess and for on the go
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